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The Now England Program in Teacher Education (NEPTE) is a six-state

regional program intended to improve the quality of teacher education in

Now England. Funded by the New England Regional Commission and incor-

porated as a non-profit corporation in 1970, NEPTE has established a

wide variety of projects and activities designed to strengthen the educa-

tion of teachers. NEPTE is governed by a twenty-four member Board, four

from each state, all of whom are appointed by their. governors. Half of

the Board members are professional; half, community-based.

In September, 1971 the staff of NEPTE consisted of a director, an

associate director, an executive assistant and two field agents who con -

currcntly hold the title of assistant director. In September, 1972, the

staff consisted of a director, two associate directors, an executive

assistant, and six field agents; these additions indicated that most

additions to staff had occurred in the field rather than in central staff.

This action implemented MPTE's philosoph;cal emphasis which has from the

beginning boon on being a field-focused organization.

There are some current national trends which suggest that roles analo-

gous to that of the NEPTE field agent are increasingly important. It

is vital, therefore, that NEPTE state clearly its own experience with

and development of the field agent. What follows is an account doserib.

ing the history, philosophy, and implementation of the NEPTE field agent

concept.

The Bognnings
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The first NEPTE Board of Directors, and subsequent ones as well, was

imperative regarding its wish that .PTE . not become a heavily centralized

bureaucratic program. It argued that subsequent staff appointments after

the director, associate director, and executive assistant; (1970) be field.

based. Subsequently, the next two appointments.(1971) were field agent-

assistant director positions, one housed in the Maine State Department of

Education and the other at Rhode Island College. The specifics whereby

it developed that Maine and Rhoda Island become tho first sites selected

are rather cozplex to describe here, but the result actualized, the Board's

desire that appointment° be field-based.

During the first year of field asent activity (1971-72) the United

States Office of Educatior naked if NEPTE's continuation proposal for 1972-

75 lair,ht w4ylore a plz.nlIt...eby A specificialist agent would be placed

in each of the N..;.01 England statcu. Both the coier cy and placemmt of

thc aGent would be acre;.d upon bc.i=on each of th..: chief stateschcol

al:icars And ; ;EP Z. Oiler a'pcwisd%of covoral wonthu, a proposal om2rged

fe.o.Uxfield ay.:ate, each 'with a cTecific comxiteney agreed upon

by the sato au a priority need and NEPTE.as a relevant program area. In each

cane, the field agent was to spend 60 per cent of his time on state

tasks and 40 par cent of his time on regional (N PTE) tasks. The agreed

upon competency foci were: (1) Resource DevelopLant, Maine; (2) Bi-

linexal Education, Connecticut; 0) Performance Based Teacher Education,

Rhode Island; (4) Evaluation, Vermont; (5) Metropolitan Staff Develop-

ment, Nhssadhusetts; and (6) Leadership Training, New Hampshire.

Gcneml Tasks

Thu presence of the five new NEM field agents makes the defini-
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tion of role and functioning of staff an easier task. Mach of the field

agent role grows from the then existing practice of central staff.. During

the first year of NUTE operations, central staff spent a great deal of

time in field work. Some of these activities included participation in

workshops, evaluation of proposals, presentations of data and the like to

concerned groups, monitoring and evaluating projects. In addition there

were the general administrative duties within the organization itself. The

tasks that fit under such categories, however, eccounted for only a small

portion of the time of NEPTE staff.

There wore other kinds of activities less r .,eeptible to facile descrip-

tion. They increased during the second year whoa two field agents were

added. Oftentimes, these activities appeared in the staff report to the

NLPTE Board as "mot with Co=iseiontr," "metwith Advisory group in Naine,"

"visited educational consultant group," and the like. There was evidence of

considerable staff activity in such areas; but there was little indication

of what took place, what was the intent, and what Inc the intended or final

result. On occasion, aome of those emerged as projects, such as the Boston

Children's Hospital Project, a project designed to demonstrate the po-
e

tential of alternative training environments for teachers, both pro-service

and in-service. As oftcp as not, there was little direct subsequent

contact between the VEPTE staff person and the group or person met with;

sometimes at a later date, a contact would ensue and this would usually

be followed by another chort or extended meeting in turn followed by a

sporadic kind of relationship. It became difficult to describe and

delineate these relationships, but they seemed oftentimes to grow out of

the need of the grouper individual for the hind of organizational develop-

ment help or training that VEPTZ staff wore expert:xi. The MITE staff

parson's presence at ono of the meetings war; usually the result of



a call for assistance, for clarification, or just for the informal presence

of someone involved in educational change. The more NEPT'E was perceived

as a service oriented organization, the greater the increase in the demand

, for these vaguely defined services. However, as time went on, staff was

able to categorize a number of the requests. Most of them corresponded

to what ultimately became the competency areas of the field agents.

pow Staff.

The ropood activities'of new staff members in the person of the field

agents have made visible some of what was takin3 place in these instances.

Because the field agents are in the most part people with a particular

speciality such as performance based teacher education, it has been easy

to watch the part of their role that is related to a special expertise.

The field agent is regarded as one having expert Lnowledge about a practice

or being an expert practitioner himself. His relationships with clients

result from their desire to know something or their desire to have him

perform a task for them. In this way, the transaction, becomes highly

visible. Much of what happened in carly.IpTE activity with. regard to

relationships between central NEP= staff end people in the field was of

a similar nature, but it was difficult then to pin down the nature of the

relationships. Very often, the people in the field were seeking broadly

based expertise with no particular focus on a staff person's previous

competency. Rather, people in the field were responding to a kind, of

generalized availablity and apparent confidence that some kind of help

would ensue. Very often, the activity that ensued was that of the NEPTE

stuff person directing the individual or group to a resource where the

service or resource was readily available. It mu; rare that the NEPTE
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staff person performed the function himself. It is clear in retrospect that

during the earlier time, NEPTE staff members were heavily used by people

in the field for the kinds of resources they thought such roving personnel

should bo in touch with. The transaction is easier to watch presently be-

cause the scope of vision has ca rowed somewhat ; that is, the field agents

carry with them a particular label indicating a specific expertise. Their

presence makes clear a part of the function that NEPTE staff fulfills

external to the projects and planned HEPTE activities.

5

Rceruitmmt

Becalm of the mual delay in processing a federal grant, NEPTE and

the states wore unable to begin a serious sec. oh for candidates until mid

and late spring. Annovccements of vacant .lad job descriptions were

sent to the placement offices of uajor schools of education, professional

organisations, and publications.

Tho re=s, as is the caso in the present job market, were considerable

with over three hundred responses. Soma Board s1caiocr3 and all staff care-

fully screened the applications. In each pas:), a long pattern of interview

and negotiations ensued. Each candidate hae, to bo a .coptable not only to

RUT but to the rcspoctivo state as well. :finally, in September two

months after the hoped for date of July 1, 1972 -- all six field agents

wore on the job.

Tho Work Itself

The tasks of each of the field agents, as outlined in the proposal, are

510 broadly written job descriptions were the results of state

department and 1 EP= pursomol conferonces. Written to include the views of
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all, they awaited the performance of individuals in order to attain some

focus and closure.

NEPTE's experience with the two field agents in 1971-72 had evidenced

the impossibility of fully delineating the field agent's role, if ho were

to function effectively. A large block of the first two field agents' time

was spent on tasks not original' :ought of A their tasks. The Rhode

Island field agent, for instance, spent over seven full working days

responding minimally to regional interests in Performance Based Teacher

Education. The Maine field agent spent time helping several groups

develop an effective :otp..sentativy yroject INJ:Ard.fw Cua.o.'w,d programs.

There are wave in which all NEPTE staff Lave acted like field agents,

a fact which made initial etaff interaction easier because a common experi-

ence existed. In the early months of the program, the director and asso-

ciate director wore busily attempting to reapene to regionally stated needs

and questions while at the Immo t4= they were attempting to launch come

of NEPTE's early proaame. NEPTE was a new resource for the region, and

indeed may people treated it like a resource to be used. They sent let-

ters, made inquiries, nd requested staff visit es, If each of the twenty-

four member Beard told only two people about NEPTE, there was an immediate

potential of 48 vic;;;Aw; tLI of t4e. LorIrd m...mber, in fact,

told more than two. The central star of two quickly evolved a style of

reppondinz to requests that has become char eteristic of NEPTE and, in

part, helped shape the Field Azent P%posal. Uhen the staff felt that a

request was both germane to NEPTE's purposes and appropriate to staff

skills, then a direct, active on -situ response was made. When a request

was relevant to NEPTZ Lot not in lino with staff competencies or interests,

than staff sought appropriate help in the region. Follow-up to these
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assisting moves was made, and over time a list of effective resource

people has been accumulated. Oa still other occasions, staff mentally

stored the request for help and then surfaced it again when several similar

inquiries wore made, thus indicating a regional interest, problem, or

opportunity. The concern for Open Education would be an example of the

last practice, starting with a question early in the year, developing into

a listing of "Open Concept" schools, and resulting in a regional conference

on Open Education. That first year taught NLPTE staff that the six Naw

England states would probably continuo unwittingly to make impossible de-

mands on staff time, that new staff members should not consider themselves

only as experts in a particular competency or rosidento of a particular

state, and that people flexible enough to fill multiple roles could

accompliah many tasks while ostensibly doineone.

T4e field agent role, then, is one that has evolved from NEPTE's own

original staff roles. The addition of field agents theoretically makes it

possible to extend the activities of the original staff three-fold.

A Closer Long:

'What, spcifically, do field agents*dO1 The following description is

a fairly typical ten-day sequence for a NEPTE field agent. The events de-

scribed occurred with tan consecutive days of work for one field agent.

(A) One and one-half days spent with a state department of education of-

ficer and representatives of all teacher education institutions in the state.

The field agent was in a quasi-consultant role during that time as the group

considered chances in procedure° for approval of teacher education programs

in the state. (B) One day in another state durinc which the field agent

at with two NBPTE project directors, the dean of education at a major

institution, and several superintundents. Topics included proposed changes
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in pre-servico programs, personnel selection for site roles, and a pro-

posal for secondary school teacher training. C) Attendance at a NEPTE

Board meeting. (D) Meetings with another dean of a school of education,

a project steering committee, and two project directors. (E) Two days

in the office spent in wirtina notes and reports, regarding all the

ocotillo that had taken place.

Of the activities described, only the writing of the notes reached

any closure, The other experiences all ended on an ambiguous note; some

with an indication of the need for another meeting, others with a request

for materials and services, still others wore more momentary meetings pa:N.

beps related to some past or future prograzi development effort and perhaps

not. Each of than filled a need for the person or agency served, for often

the action occurred becalm() someone had requested it. But one of the

ambiguities of some of the service roles in NEP= is precisely the lack of

closure, the oftentimes uncertainty with regard to the success of the inter-

vention. Very often the indication of 6=053 or failure becomes clear

only when a subsequent follow-up activity is held. If the NEPTE agent is

invited, he can usually feel it is a result of his performance at the first
11,

activity. If he is not invited to participate? De can ignore it; he can

feel a sense of failure and attempt to analyze it; ho can take credit for

having helped the proccsa get as far as it has. Uhatever he does to either

face the fact of failure or look for excuses, he must recognize that not all

interventions are going to be eucceseful.

The primary point, though, is that the field agent must be self -

starting and self - sustaining to a very high degree. Very often ho will get

little 'mei:reenact in beginning to work out a problem and little direct en-

couragement, praise, or reward as an activity moves from vision to fullfill-

mant. Others will expect a high degree of the ability to sustain oneself in
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difficulties. Pinallyt the client will anticipate direct immediate

professional participation and conixibutiona the field, agent.

The effectiveness of the field agents has depended in part on the train-

ing and early experiencaa; more important, though, are those characteristics

they brought to the job as part of their past. The following are a listing

of characteristics that were used as criteria in the selection process:

(a) Tolerance for ambiguity; the role of a field agent, however comp

pletely a proltesal will describe it, will be en undefined one in

the initial sta:;es. Because ha will be workina out of a small

staff, poor and oraanizational support and role i dafinition will be

minimal. Such situatioaa arc at b;.st ambiauova. In general, .this

Oaranter..U.tio waa aczensed larauly thi.kev:lh an analysis of candi-

dat..:31 veovioari wore Pcopl,.: with a his of low

rill: Jobs, for in:tanci.:, wree judc,,C1 to bc unlikely to pouscas

11:4;11 tel for ambiguity.

(b) Rocoanition and avoidance of hierarchical limitations: A field

agent works in all the levels of an educational hierarchy and

must thus be aware of the real vad Latained levels. Yet his

function is to serve all levola; thus he must be neither the

tool of the hicher levels nor the advocate of the lower levels.

Rather, he must work in such a way as to be useful to all.

Lb must see himaelf as serving a Aviation rather than bolas a

level on an iciaained hierarchy. Attain, this was assessed in terms

of previous roles as well as, of course, candidate statements.

NEP= was seeking individuals who had learned to live in conflict-

:,

in, authority environments.
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(c) Area of expertise: A field agent ought to have a recognizable

°kill in which. ho himself has confidence. This attribute is

highly valuable in demonstrating specific competencies. He

must also possess the quality of not being skill-bound; that

is, ho must be able to move into otherareas of competency as

well as to sec) the transfer au4cts of his own skill. This

turned out to be the thing t,.3 candidate wont back to for ex-

amples and illustrations in t1- :yen interview structure used.

In several cases this turned out to be quite different from what

the candit'ates' papers had indicated.

(d) Respect for the potential of educational studies and research comma

bind with akcptieism of much research: 41 field agent must have

(0)

a trust that not all la-Neal:40w; need to ba redone because ho

knows that some research efforts have produced substantial re-

sults. At the .:tip.;; time he wax's; be sufficiently prudent to know

that mmy studies have produced no answers. This quality proved

difficult to assess. Thu apparent success in terms of finding

people with thiu wIy b 4s much a result of the kinds of peo-

plc whu cou511;; Is.1'.121.7 as it was tho uolt of any conscious strategy.

Demonstrated ability and desire to work with people cooperatively;

While. in one sense a field agent works in a lonely environment, be

is constantly interacting with people and carefully listening to

them at %arying mucus of closeness aad cooperation. This inter

action must be characterized by the tent's preference, not his

tolerance. This quality was assessed largely throw intcoviews

and the interaction there.
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(f) Acceptance of postponed gratification; A field agent rarely has

the teacher's satisfaction of daily feedback on tasks. He must

be able to function as a solf-starter relying on his own initia-

tive for continuation of activity. This quality was visible in

terms of the kinds of tasks and role that candidates had previ-
p

ously sought for themselves.

NEPTE field agents have had a training experience that characterized

the training given earlier appointed staff: a few meetings and planning

sessions followed quickly by total immersion in the field. The field

agents have had a series of one-on-one placements throughout the region

with some of the district elments that compote the agent's constituency.

The intention was to develop an experience that will force the issues of the

year-long experience to the surface. They have also had short -term stays

in several centers or programs in the region. Verbal and written reports

after the facts between field agents and central staff are maintained

continuously and intensively.

Irths.t. Han Bonn ',named

%%ace remarks are beins written at the mid-point of the.seeond year

of Field Agent activity. The question of what has been learned is ap-

propriate.

Some of the learninge have been things we thought we would learn.

It was predicted that the amount of time an agent epant in the state and

on NEPTE tasks would vary somewhat from state to state and also be some-

thing that states would increasingly attempt to control. To a degree, this

has happened. Field agents have, as predicted, leaned in whichever direc-

tion they felt their own long-term development has lain. Tabbed with a
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label of a particular skill, they have not become involved in a wide range

of activities in their respective states. Demands on central staff time

have been at least as great as in the past with the result that large

blocks or time to spend with field agents have not been available.

These are more negative learnings. Therophave been positive ones as

well. It has been learned that given sufficient sanction, status and sup-

port, a field agent will develop a powerful array of practices, constitu-

tents, products, and functions. A specific' illustration: one of the field

a3ents has developed a preeentation includin text and visuals of his

competency area; planned Jointly with state department personnel the hold-

ing of three workshops and conferences; assisted the state committee on

teacher certification; served as a frequent resource in the two neighboring
1

states. All the activities, in addition to the normal duties, took place

within the past two months.

NE112. has learned that its impact, in tho sense of being widely known

as a participant and contributor, is imleasurably enhanced by the addition

of field agents who attend numerous functions for a variety of reasons.

Curiously, they are identified as "N PTE people" which, of course, achieves

this desired spread of influence factor.

Finally, it has boon' learned for the throe millionth time inhume:a

history 'that:program quality is related to person quality. The dual assign-

ment of personnel to both NEPTE and a state could provide a marvelous dis-

guise for inactivity by claiming to be busy for either organization. NEPTE's

chief good fortune has bean in securing as field agents six individuals who

have well served two masters.

lo'orther Directions
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In addition to the Field Agent Project, NEPTE has over twenty other

projects in New bland. A significant result of the field agent activity

is behavior change in some project directors. They have begun to develop

activities in which they go to other projects for training and support.

In an informal sense, LIPTE has ten other field Agents.

All six states have indicated an interest in continuing the relation-

ship, and the state commissioners have signed a proposal for 19730.74,

requesting the same kind of project. There wore other things that could

have been done with the money; the choice of the states to continue the

development of field agents is a positive endorsement of the first year's

activities.

It is pretty clear that nobody should consider a twenty-year career

as a field agent. The demands, the travel, and the continued lack of

closure would probably be debilitating in the long run. But for an early

and mid - career position, it has many advantages. For an organization,

Decking to broaden its sphere of influence, it is an admirable vehicle.

For a group of communities or states seeking to share information, practices,

and resources with an agency, it is a workable arrangement.

The Last I!ord

One of the 17.,PTE staff, in a reflective and whimsical way, recently

described a field agent's activities in a paper called "A Day in the Life

of a Field, Agent.° It is as appropriate a point to end as any.

A. Day in the Life of a Field Agent

I awoke to see the sun rising over a meadow In one of the three northern
states. Breakfast was at 8:00 ua with a project director and one of his
people. The topic of the =acting had been vrxely referred to the evening
before (11100 pm) when the project director finally dropped me off at the
motel.

The other person -- whom I had not previously uat arrived first. I
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recognized him by his bright inquiring eyes. Another method I used was the
who - the -hell- else - would -be- here -at -7:45 am with-a-briefcase-in-his-hand and

a-forlorn-look-on-his-face one. I have found this a useful way to recognize
strangers in strange motels. 1 worked; it was George. I introduced myself;

and we sat down to await Bill, the project director. What do you say at
7:45 am to someone you have never met before? I .usually say something
about George McGovern or Richard Nixon. TUB morning I said something about
George McGovern.

We chatted a bit and I was able to deliver what I hoped would be the
first of my groat lines that day: "Look, I'm no chauvinist, but America is

the only country I have." Lavine established my potential for uttering the
bon, mot, I was ready to go to breakfast when Bill showed up.

The breakfast meeting quickly became a business meeting as George,
between bites of sauseees and eggs, explained how he would like to vary his
role nex t:. year within the NEM funded proeram. When he forgot something,
Bill would prompt him. After two eggs, four toastss three cups of coffee
and tw sausages, George laid his knife and fork down and said, "Well,
that's it." I looked at Bill to see what also would be offered. Bill
said, "Yeah, that's about it." They looked at me for some sort of response
and I looked for the waitress for some more coffee.

One hour later, I had asked about fifteen questions, made five or six
directive observations like, ":Ve seems to me; purely as an outsider, that
you would appear leeee patronizing if . ." The questions were ones like:
":1ho is being trained to fill your role when you tire of it?" Or "How many
teachera have said they like this idea?" At the cud of the hour, we reached
an aerecelent that George was goiae to produce a thrce-page statement describ-
ing his plan, ineAcetine its eupeosed advantaees. Bill and ho would meet
again with me and then present the idea to the steering committee or abandon
the plan or modify it or whatever action zoomed appropriate.

The rest of the day was spent in visiting with two different school
superintendente fealkine cut the implications of a new state plan, some ways
the N=1; project could effect change, and some local problems.

What was the dry worth and how had it come about? Let me answer the

lett question first. It hed probably come about because of a relaionehip
of trust and affection built up over the last year. In this case the
director was not ackin any presence because of the expectation of funds.
At one point during the day he observed that "getting ten bucks out of him
(me) is like getting; blood from a stone." (I winced at his metaphor but
epplauded his sontinent.) The day had been carefully constructed so as to
place me in three key neetinge end provide much time for reactive statements
towards the end of each meeting. Ey guess is that this occurred because of
(a) a trust relationehip built on respect and past contributions, (b) a
local need for responsive outside input, (c) an outside sanction of sorts
for the director's role, (d) a clear expectation of a specific statement
from the field agent based on past experience.

Wee the day worthwhile? This is an imnoaeible question to answer
specifically. The throe meetings ended amicably with thanks expressed.
A subsequent product in the way of a paper or a proposal or a workshop is
antioipated in each ea o. I learned a considerable amount about rural
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school systcws and their strengths ant weaknesses. Another series of
relationships for VEM: was furthered. (Question: with a staff of ten, who
needs further relationships?)

The personal qualities necessary for such a day are as follows: (1)
Inordinate patience with the necessarily slow detailing of the various
"stories," (2) Clear listening' skills as evidenced by an occasional inter-
ruption for clarity or emphasis; (3) Willinsncss to force() temporary leader-
ship in "obvious" solution situations for long -tams relationships; (4)
Skill in succinct, clear exposition o: one's on point of view when appro-
priate; (5) Acceptance of a lack of closure with regard to the value of
one's own role in such meetings; (6) Tolerance for being used for such
purposes as a sounding board, a reactor, and sometimes a neuter.

The day ended. when I drove into my driveway; it was raining by that
time. The day really ended when, minutes later, any wife said: "What did
you do today, dear?" I dunno; I dunno.


